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iRl seRiestm laRge head . heavY dUtY . smooth bodY

Part 
CoDe

threaD size  
(iNCh)

griP 
CoDe

griP
raNge

leNgth
+/-.015

heaD Dia
+/-.015

heaD 
height

NoMiNal

BoDy Dia.
+.000/-

.004

hole size
+.003/-

.000
4C1iRL 4-40 unC #1 .010 - .060 .345 .270 .025 .155 .155
4C2iRL  4-40 unC #2 .060 - .085 .370 .270 .025 .155 .155
4C3iRL  4-40 unC #3 .085 - .110 .400 .270 .025 .155 .155
6C1iRL  6-32 unC #1 .010 - .075 .438 .325 .032 .189 .189
6C2iRL  6-32 unC #2 .075 - .120 .500 .325 .032 .189 .189
6C3iRL  6-32 unC #3 .120 - .160 .500 .325 .032 .189 .189
8C1iRL  8-32 unC #1 .010 - .075 .438 .357 .032 .221 .221
8C2iRL  8-32 unC #2 .075 - .120 .500 .357 .032 .221 .221
8C3iRL  8-32 unC #3 .120 - .160 .500 .357 .032 .221 .221

10C1iRL  10-24 unC #1 .010 - .080 .531 .406 .038 .250 .250
10C2iRL  10-24 unC #2 .080 - .130 .594 .406 .038 .250 .250
10C3iRL  10-24 unC #3 .130 - .180 .641 .406 .038 .250 .250
10F1iRL  10-32 unF #1 .010 - .080 .531 .406 .038 .250 .250
10F2iRL  10-32 unF #2 .080 - .130 .594 .406 .038 .250 .250
10F3iRL  10-32 unF #3 .130 - .180 .641 .406 .038 .250 .250
25C1iRL  1/4-20 unC #1 .020 - .080 .625 .475 .058 .332 .332
25C2iRL  1/4-20 unC #2 .080 - .140 .687 .475 .058 .332 .332
25C3iRL  1/4-20 unC #3 .140 - .200 .750 .475 .058 .332 .332
31C1iRL  5/16-18 unC #1 .030 - .125 .750 .665 .062 .413 .413
31C2iRL  5/16-18 unC #2 .125 - .200 .875 .665 .062 .413 .413
31C3iRL  5/16-18 unC #3 .200 - .275 .937 .665 .062 .413 .413
37C1iRL  3/8-16 unC #1 .030 - .125 .844 .781 .088 .490 .490
37C2iRL  3/8-16 unC #2 .125 - .200 .938 .781 .088 .490 .490
37C3iRL  3/8-16 unC #3 .200 - .275 1.031 .781 .088 .490 .490
50C1iRL  1/2-13 unC #1 .050 - .150 .906 .906 .085 .625 .625
50C2iRL  1/2-13 unC #2 .150 - .250 1.031 .906 .085 .625 .625
50C3iRL  1/2-13 unC #3 .250 - .350 1.141 .906 .085 .625 .625

the rivetKing irl series is a heavywall/thickwall rivetnut.  this 
robust design upgrades the thickness of both the body and the head 
height.  the robust irl series offers  higher pullout resistance and 
increased endurance of the joint and assembly.  spin-Pull tools are 
recommended for installation of irl series rivetnuts.
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tHicKWall american standard rivetnuts • For Heavy duty applications

exaMPle:
Part Code 6C1irl in steel, 
zinc yellow Plating is... 6C1irlsz 

 Ŧ indicates stocked configurations                   

the Part NuMBer is CoMPlete By aDDiNg the Material aND fiNish CoDes as a suffix to the Part CoDe:

Material/fiNish CoDes: sy = steel, Zinc yelloW roHs Ŧ
sz = steel, ziNC Clear rohs
sC = steel, CaD yellow PlateD
ap = aluminum, plain Ŧ
3p = 18-8 stainless steel, plain Ŧ
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